
Life is not easy right now. It is different than anything we (probably) have previously experienced. How
exactly has your life changed? How has social/physical distancing and/or stay-at-home orders affected
you physically, mentally, financially, emotionally, etc.? Start amassing and collecting data on how things
have changed for YOU. Then, take that data and start piecing it together in the form of a vertical info-
graphic that will convey your point of view. You will use pure, honest data only -- no skewing the data
(or the presentation thereof) in your favor in order to accentuate your point. If the data you are pre-
senting is subjective data, please let us know.

TELLASTORY
In order to get the viewer interested in your infographic, you will need to tell a story, guiding the viewer
from one data set to the next. You will have to make choices as to what data set goes next to what; what
is the flow of your information? Juxtaposition of information, narrative, color, type, texture, and graphics
will all work in unison to convey your message. So, what is your message? This needs to be clear before
beginning. You should be able to break your message down into one simple statement, ie. “Everyone
should recycle because otherwise the environment is f-ed.” Where will your story end? Hopefully with
the viewer understanding you and your life better. Will you be inspiring? Will you seek empathy?
Maybe you have another goal with presenting this information. If so, do it!

TYPEISIMPORTANT
Your title should be eyecatching and somewhat decorative in order to get the attention of your viewer
but, that does not mean that your body text should be. As Dutch typographer Jan Van Krimpen said,
The reader should never be conscious of the typography; the designer’s one purpose was [is] to make
reading as pleasurable as possible and never come between the reader and the text.” My advice is to use
no more than two typefaces maximum because there is an infinite variation available to you with choosing
different weights in those two typefaces. Additional advice: for a truly cohesive design scheme, use only
two different type sizes - this makes it easy for the viewer to navigate your design and understand the
hierarchy of information.

COLORISTOO!
In the words of data visualization guru, Edward Tufte, “Above all, do no harm.” Color should be used
to help guide your viewer around your infographic, it should be used to attract the viewer to your design,
and it should be used to unify your design into a comprehensive whole. Keeping your color palette to 
a maximum of three to four colors is ideal. It would behoove you to review the Color for Infographics
Presentation and Swiss cartographer, Eduard Imhof’s first two Rules of Color Composition for applying
color to infographics before applying color to your own. Color Coding your information may be very
useful (hint, hint).
For color help go to:   https://color.adobe.com/    or    http://www.colourlovers.com/
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Wednesday, April 22nd
     What story will you tell?

Monday, April 27th 
     All data collected. Or, at
least be decided upont all of
the data sets you with to
include.

Wednesday, April 29th
     Rough drafts DUE,
     Zoom critique
     (will be a large part of grade)

Thursday, May 7th
     Final projects due
     Final Zoom critique

REQUIREMENTSANDSPECIFICATIONS
1)  Color - must include color, no more than 4 total.

2)  Type - two typefaces maximum (make a solid case for a third font).

TIMELINE

3)  Dimensions - at least 11” wide x 17” high. This MUST be a vertical
     (portrait) infographic, no exceptions. The graphics center prints up
     to 13”W x 19”H. If you need to extend beyond those dimensions, 
     you may piece together your printouts.

4)  Consistent style. Your infographic should adhere to a consistent
     style like the image immediately to the right. 

5)  If you use data outside of your own collecting efforts, you must cite
     your sources. They must be from legitimate, trusted sources.
6)  Must include at least 1 graph
     created using Illustrator’s
     Graph Tool.

7)  Must include small multiples.
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